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Remote working option
IBERIAN TALENT SOLUTIONS
IBERIAN TALENT SOLUTIONS

Spain as remote working
destination
The Covid-19 lockdowns provoked a global remote working
revolution and this trend is here to stay.
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Homeworking from Spain

Business Clusters facilitates doing
business between the Benelux and
Spain/Portugal.
We detect trends and we inform
companies about opportunities. Besides
we give a unique practical guidance.
Homeworking from Spain for Belgian and Dutch
companies is a hot topic. In this webinar we want
to highlight different alternatives.

Spain as remote working
destination
Program:
o Spain and the impact of Covid-19 on the economy;
o Remote working revolution
o Supply of a large (technical) talent pool in Spain (a solution for some Benelux
companies?);
o New modern nomads: Benelux professionals moving their workplace to
Spain;
o A few legal and fiscal issues in a nutshell;
Speaker: Wim Zwaenepoel, Freelance Lecturer, Trainer and Consultant
at (among others) IE Business School & Netexpat
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 One of the countries most affected by the Coronavirus in
Europe
 Significant impact on society and the economy
 Spanish government put measures in place to support
business owners and generalize Collective dismissals
 State of alarm limited the freedom of movement of
people,(=lockdown)
 Established limits to commercial activity, restaurants leisure
centers, ceremonies and religious sites.

Strict lockdown with severe impact on society and
economy

webWorking remotely/from home

 During lockdown, the option of remotely working for its
workers, was for 2 weeks a legal obligation, and for the
remainder a fierce recommendation. (essential/non-essential)
New remote working legislation: extra guarantees to avoid
workers’ rights be modified (e.g. wage cannot be reduced)
Temporary Collective dismissals
 Suspend labour activity and stop paying its employees’
wages.( receive unemployment benefit)
 Through a temporary work adjustment plan (ERTE).
 In the case of force majeure or when there are economic,
technical or production reasons for it.

Economic measures

 Spain is already immersed in a second wave of
the coronavirus
 New spike in positive cases have been rising,
with hospitalizations increasing and,
unfortunately, deaths too.
 Now also being seen in other European
countries, at this stage it is more advanced in
Spain, but which seems to stabilize in certain
regions
 Lockdown Light : City of Madrid, several smaller
cities in CCAA Madrid, CYL, Navarra…

Second wave- “the never-ending story”

 Number of fatalities will continue to be high for a
while.
 Overall impact on sanitary system less than in
March/April
 Spain’s increased testing capacity.
 Many do not show symptoms: < 35 y
 More selective lockdowns
 Spanish culture- culture matters!

How long will it last?

3 factors are being largely blamed for the
Spanish figures:
 Stricter lockdown than in other countries with 2
full weeks of activity meltdown
 An economy heavily dependent on the sectors
that were hardest hit by the restrictions: tourism,
hospitality, transportation, entertainment, and in
general all activities requiring social interaction.
 Spain is the country with the highest rate of jobs
that are exposed to contagion.(e.g. agriculture…)
GDP loss of +/- 13 % is expected for 2020, and a
recovery of +/- 7% for 2021
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Remote

REMOTE WORKING REVOLUTION
Lasting impact of the covid-19
In every crisis you have a few opportunities
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HOMEWORK/REMOTE WORK REVOLUTION

.

Source: www.who.int

 How we work has gone through a massive
transformation.
 Covid-19 just Accelerated the Growth of Remote Work, a
trend which was already highly visible in the Anglo-Saxon
world
 Flexible remote working was not common in Spain until
this year
 While some workers thrive in an office environment,
others do better, faster, and cheaper work from the
comfort of their own home.
 Remote-friendly tech is on the rise.
Current period gives some companies a chance to really test
remote work, also for the long term, post-COVID

o Reduces overhead as employees provide their
own office space and electricity
o Expands recruitment reach offering a larger
talent pool
o Provides increased productivity for the right
type of worker
o Reducing the need to go to an office every day
eliminates the commute, positively impacts the
environment, reduces the need to be based in
expensive cities and improves work-life
balance.
o BUT ALSO A FLIPSIDE…team cohesion etc.
REMOTE WORKING PROS & CONS for employers:

 Presential
 Mixed/Hybrid/Blended :
o 1 up to 4 days at home
o OR longer periods at home , …with shorter periods at
the offices
o OR…large stay abroad combined with stay in the home
country
 Fully remote : long term life decisión, especially when
you would move abroad + profesional ‘loneliness’

THE FUTURE IS BLENDED – TALENT POOLS BECOME MORE
GLOBAL
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SPAIN’S TALENT POOL
CAN IT BE EMPLOYED REMOTELY?
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 S(cience) T(echnology) E(ngeneering) M(aths) . Is absolute
prerequisite for the EU to be able to compete with Asia and the
Anglo-Saxon world
 December 2019 :, shortage of 10.000 candidates for STEM jobs
in Spain – rather due to reduced mobility - + non-existing study
areas (mismatch)
>< Benelux close + 60.000 and +100,000 in 2030
“ De Boston Consultancy Group heeft zelfs voorspeld dat Nederland
in 2020 zo’n 54.000 IT’ers te weinig heeft”

Significant shortage of STEM and high-skilled blue-collars
in Benelux

 Post lockdown- higher availability of STEM TALENT
o September 2020: given the success of digitalization
(numbers to be published end of October) during lockdown,
more students started STEM
o Many large companies have reduced hiring (or even
frozen) : many young grads have not secured jobs yet
o Specialized Masters in Data Science, IoT, videogaming,
Drone applications etc.
o Local initiatives: STEMadrid, l Plan STEMcat, - to foster
STEM enrolment
o More “Girls in STEM”/ Digi-chicas : 25 % vs. 15/20 % in
other countries

Post lockdown- higher availability of STEM TALENT

 Already existing : back offices, pay roll, shared service
centers, contact centers and outsourced software
development (nearshoring) + temporary posting of
technical blue-collars
 Forced lockdown made clear that many more functions
could be performed remotely
 NOT ALL OF THEM , TRUE, and there is always the
issue of Trust, Distance, supervision…

Supply of a large (technical) talent pool in Spain
(a solution for some Benelux companies?);

= a good pool of potential candidates at your doorstep.
= some could work fully remotely or in a more hybrid
format
 Additional talent pool : those who left to work abroad
and are aspiring to go back to their homeland: come
with an extra bonus : work experience in more dynamic
economies + fluency in English and/or French or German
 Several start-ups will need extra funding or die…e:

Win –win for both
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SPAIN as a remote working destination
For new modern nomads
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ATTRACTIVE ECOSYSTEM FOR NEW NOMADS

 Economic ecosystem full of young startups,
entrepreneurs and digital nomads..
 Tons of events are held for people within
different industries: online marketing, graphic
design, investment… (meetup.com,
Eventbrite…)
 Spanish cities, such as Mad, BCN, Malaga,
Valencia, Bilbao…
Many expats and digital nomads choose Spain as their
destination for remote working.

 The trend is on the rise and expected to increase postCOVID-19, not limited to ‘digital nomads’ sensu strictu
 Something the real estate world has noticed
 Foreigners are slowly but steadily using their Spanish
casa as a residence – main or second - to exercise their
job,
 ”Also number of guests looking for long-term rentals
(presence of international co-workings can be key)
 Downward pressure which is expected on housing in
touristic areas and old city centers (due to the lack of
tourists in 2020), may open opportunities for new
nomads

Trend post-COVID-19 era & real estate

1- INFRASTRUCTURE
some of the best infrastructure on the entire continent.
2- WORKFORCE AVAILABILITY
If you want to hire people
3- COST OF LIVING
In comparison, Spain is more affordable than their western
European peers. .
Real estate prices vs. day-to-day necessities
4- TIMEZONE
timezone issues. + UK time zone

STRONG POINTS FOR SPAIN AS REMOTE WORKING
DESTINATION:

5-CULTURE, SIGHTS AND FOOD

“IN MANY COUNTRIES, PEOPLE LIVE TO WORK, BUT IN SPAIN
WE WORK TO LIVE.”
SENSORIAL ASSETS WHICH MAKE SPAIN AMONG THE TOP-10
EXPAT DESTINATIONS

PLEASE NOTE: CULTURE MATTERS & CULTURAL
AWARENESS
- Future: expected that some employees will/can negotiate
a ‘remote working relationship’ with their current Benelux
employer

STRONG POINTS FOR SPAIN AS REMOTE WORKING
DESTINATION:

LOG ON, CHILL OUT: HOLIDAY RESORTS LURE REMOTE
WORKERS TO FILL GAP LEFT BY TOURISTS
THE GUARDIAN, 6 SEPTEMBER 2020

Maspalomas beach in the Canary Islands, where the number of
tourists has fallen by two-thirds.
The Canary Islands join a growing list of destinations wooing
‘digital nomads’ to help replace business lost during the
pandemic
Those who come for longer stays are less vulnerable to flight
cancellations and delays caused by the pandemic, and they
come with their own jobs – a key factor in a region where
unemployment hovered at around 21% before the pandemic.
Most crucially, these travellers often spend more widely
across the islands. “They don’t just go to a certain
restaurant, but to the supermarket,” she said. “They go to
opera festivals or they’ll book a flight and a hotel to spend
the weekend visiting other islands

WORKATION?

Have you ever thought about giving yourself a “workation” as a
present? Because all you need to do your job is WiFi and 4G. This means
you can ultimately work from any location. Why not alternate and
temporarily relocate to a quiet place? Enjoy clean air, breathtaking views,
and the possibility to take adequate work breaks with a walk in nature, a
stretching on the terrace, or an organic tea under an olive tree. Impossible,
do you think?
With The Solano Experience, you can book several days in the magical
tranquility of the Andalusian mountains. It is a place that gives you energy,
stimulates your creativity and initiative. And which offers an excellent basis
for doing your online work — alternated with a relaxation that is true
relaxation.
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A few Legal and Tax issues
For new modern nomads
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 The basic employer-employee relationship from a legal
standpoint is not as simple in a remote environment.
 Working remotely, across borders, can be complicated.
 Not necessarily employee status
 TAX OFFICES ARE WATCHING YOU
 Non exhaustive overview

You better be prepared

Option A:
Often - hired as a ̈contractor ̈ to work an agreed XX hours
per week.
All local taxes and social security contributions are your
responsibility.
= the company is not obligated to adhere to local
employment laws. ( you are not legally entitled to employee
benefits )
* additional costs, like, accountancy fees, minimum SS
CONTRIBUTION, holiday entitlement, maternity pay,
hospitalization etc. are all yours

working remotely under freelance status

Option B
You can use an Employer of Record, a third-party to
employ you on their behalf. Who provide you full
employee status
An Employer of Record acts as an intermediary between
the company and the employee.
= responsible for the legal and regulatory requirements of
immigration, employment, and payroll
but do not participate in the day-to-day work activity ̈
>> in consultancy, when employing company has no local
activities
working remotely under Employment Contract

Option C
Ordinary Spanish Labour Contract
Company with operations locally,
- existing through Spanish daughter company
- or setting up Sociedad Limitada
Option D
Remain under Benelux labour agreement/freelancing
statute
Especially for shorter stays

working remotely under Employment Contract

 Fiscal residency – 183 days rule
 Crossing yourself out from national registry
(Belgium)
 Salary split issues
 BELGIUM HAS UNIQUE FISCAL SYSTEM AND
POSITION WITHIN THE EU (no wealth, capital
gains or rental income tax)
 Coverage of Belgian, Dutch or Luxembourg SS

The tricky questions

pay a fixed rate (24%) - first 3 years
 compensates from an annual gross salary of
approximately 60,000 euros
 They will not have to declare here for capital returns,
dividends and interests of foreign origin, nor assets
they have outside of Spain.-,
 "is to attract highly qualified personnel to Spain",as a
consequence of an employment contract, and,
secondly, administrators

Special category- LEY BECKHAM

 Even in these strange and troubled times
OPPORTUNITIES exist.
where we as BUSINESS CLUSTERS can help:
o
o
o

spotting these opportunities
fostering interaction between Benelux and Spain and
Portugal and its companies/entrepreneurs/investors
helping to realize their specific business aspirations

Spain is creative and resilient and thus we believe in a
“REMONTADA”
CONCLUSIONS

THANKS!
Q&A
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Businessclusters Partners
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Businessclusters Strategic Partners
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